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Advertising Samples 
Collected Spring, 2015 
This collection includes emails (mostly), banner ads from web pages, and TV ads that are available on 
You Tube. The collection spans late January through the end of April and is listed in chronological order, 
but bookmarks have been added to aid in viewing advertisements that present a particular theme or 
other common element. 

The collection can be divided into three general categories with several variations of that category 
included below: 

Vendors: Technology: Miscellaneous: 
Buca di Beppo (4) Web Friendly Text (6) Teach the Customer (2) 
The Container Store (10) Web Friendly Graphics (11) Strong Product Image((9) 
Sears/Kmart (5) Hurry Up and Shop (4) I Missed the Point (7) 
Token (3) ‘Tis the Season (8) Funny (3) 
Wegman’s (3) Target the Customer (4) Something Odd (9) 

 

 

This collection of advertisements includes items I encountered in the spring of 2015, and that I found particularly effective, or 
not. I am not promoting any of the products or services, just providing my perspective on the advertising effort.  
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Date: January 29 

Format: Email 

Notes: Bi-racial(?) couple shopping for a TV – you get to test the testers – free trial of the service to 
generate interest – text is web friendly with meaningful link text – Thanks for helping us  

  

 Web Friendly Text (1/6)   
 Target the Customer (1/4)  
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Date: January 30 

Format: Email 

Notes: Very sophisticated graphic – compelling image of typical customer who would be attending the 
conference – giving away free report to stimulate interest 

 

 

 Target the Customer (2/4)   
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Date: February 2 

Format: Email 

Notes: Not much to look at “above the fold” – lots of dense text, not web friendly – link text is not very 
descriptive 

 

 

  

 Strong Product Image (1/9)   
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Date: February 10 

Format: Email 

Notes: Lots of color – short paragraphs of text – subscribe to service button located within the email – 
ends with a woman in workout outfit (not part of advertisement – but likely eye catching) 
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Date: February 

Format: TV Commercial 

URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sXrwEV8BFs  

Notes: With approach of Lent (and lots of people eating more fish – especially on Fridays) several fast 
food chains started to advertise their seafood options. Popeye’s made fun of the competition by 
characterizing the other chains as serving “a squished fish sandwich on a bun.” This image quickly cut to 
golden fried shrimp and seasoned fries in a Popeye’s emblazoned container. 

 

  

 Funny (1/3)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sXrwEV8BFs
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Date: February 

Format: TV Commercial 

URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=st_GI73-aVE  

Notes: Rob Lowe did a variety of commercials for Direct TV where he played an alternative version of 
Rob Lowe. In this example the version who subscribes to Direct TV is strong and virile while the version 
that subscribes to cable is weak and has scrawny arms that cannot open the mayonnaise jar. The 
message seems to be if you subscribe to cable you will be weak and possibly starve to death. 

 

  

 Funny (2/3)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=st_GI73-aVE
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Date: February 12 

Format: Email 

Notes: Much more visual interest than prior email from same spice company – the coupon is “above the 
fold” and more colorful than before – the links to web pages have more descriptive titles – good color 
scheme for just before Mardi Gras 

 

  

 Strong Product Image (2/9)   
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Date: February 12 

Format: Email 

Notes: Strong visual of a typical customer using the product – introducing a new product it is important 
to show how it can be used – identifies target market as young people with smart phones who want to 
document their life or tell their stories 

 

  

 Web Friendly Text (2/6)   
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Date: February 13 

Format: Email 

Notes: A focused advertisement advertising love on valentine’s weekend, with a strong image and 
focused message “bringing home Italian food = Love.” 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (1/11)   
 Strong Product Image (3/9)  

 Buca di Beppo (1/4)  
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Date: February 13 

Format: Email 

Notes: A timely and brightly colored ad (in just the right colors for Mardi Gras) showing the variety of 
sizes and colors of handbags available from this company – The links across the top allow quick access to 
the types of bags desired. 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (2/11)  
 Token (1/3)   
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Date: February 15 

Format: Email 

Notes: A confusing ad with merchandise that ranges from lemonade pitchers to wine bottle openers, 
computers, headsets, pillows and genuine Argentinian cowhide rugs – who is there customer? Why was 
this set of products grouped together? 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (1/7)   
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Date: February 16 

Format: Email 

Notes: Another strong image with a simple direct message – click on this email to get a coupon 
encourages action at the moment the customer sees the email images. 

 

  

 Buca di Beppo (2/4)   
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Date: February 19 

Format: Email 

Notes: In one picture customers can see the return of the Start Menu (a big new feature of Windows 10) 
and the cross-functionality between a laptop and a phone – two key selling points of the new operating 
system – “More to come” placed just above the fold promising even more goodness in the near future 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (3/11)   
 Strong Product Image (4/9)   
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Date: February 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: In late February when the streets are covered with ice and snow this add shows the colors of 
spring that we can only wish for – or maybe buy some color to make up for the gray outside. 

 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (4/11)   
 Strong Product Image (5/9)  
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Date: February 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: In a similar strategy to the colorful cookware above, this ad is featuring cool tropical colored 
shirts and sport coats in the middle of winter – trying to get customers thinking about spring and 
summer along with a discount coupon – buttons to go directly to shopping options are clearly marked 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (5/11)   
 Strong Product Image (6/9)   
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Date: February 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: Weddings by Costco – REALLY!! – I never would have thought of Costco as the place to go to prep 
for my wedding. Where do they keep all of the wedding dresses? And if the wedding doesn’t work out 
you can always buy cheap computers, ink and tires. 

 

 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (2/7)   
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Date: February 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: I get that the handbags are in camo colors, but was the photo taken in someone’s basement? If 
that were the case should the bags be cardboard colored to blend in? – What is the message of this ad – 
who is the intended customer (someone who lives in their parent’s basement?) 

 

  

 Token (2/3)   
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Date: February 22 

Format: Email 

Notes: I ‘m not sure I understand the connection between doing taxes and buying printers and scanners, 
they do follow those products with printing calculators below the fold but that seems kind of buried – 
Perhaps the headline could have said something about supplies you need to prepare other people’s 
taxes? 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (3/7)   
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Date: February 25 

Format: Email 

Notes: Sent early Wednesday morning, this offers ideas for a non-meat main course in Lent, when many 
customers don’t eat meat on Friday – in includes pictures of cooked food to show how appetizing the 
product can be, a coupon for “Fresh Catch Club” members, and a short bio of one of the farmers 
showing how he cares for his fish and knows a lot about them 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (1/8)   
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Date: February 25 

Format: Email 

Notes: A strong image with a simple message “Components week starts now!” – Free shipping along 
with some specific items listed at the bottom of the ad – lots of links along the top to jump to the 
relevant portion of their web site. 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (6/11)   
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Date: February 25 

Format: Email 

Notes: In the midst of cold and wintry February, Costco is showing pictures of tropical beaches, cruise 
ships, and fruity drinks with little umbrellas – clear audience in mind, strong graphics, and cohesive 
message “get away!” 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (4/7)   
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Date: February 26 

Format: Email 

Notes: Message specifically targeted at the fact that snow has closed many schools and businesses – the 
bottom right corner shows a snowman chef in place of the typical sketch of an Italian looking chef 

 

  

 Hurry Up and Shop (1/4)  
 Target the Customer (3/4)   
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Date: February 27 

Format: Email 

Notes: Interesting marketing ploy – watch this two hour marathon on the Food Channel and the owner 
of the restaurant will give you some free spaghetti – I wonder how they enforced the agreement “TV 
Police?” 

 

  

 Something Odd (1/9)   
 Buca di Beppo (3/4)  
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Date: February 28 

Format: Email 

Notes: Fun typeface (emphasizing “fun”) with bright summer prints and a clear singular message “Get 
ready for summer” even though it is still February – easy buttons, clearly defined links, no distractions 

 

 
 

  

 Web Friendly Text (3/6)   
 Web Friendly Graphics (7/11)  

 ‘Tis the Season (2/8)  
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Date: March 1 

Format: Emails 

Notes: Although they arrived as separate emails, it is clear Kmart and Sears have hired the same 
marketing firm – they are both advertising clothes, furniture, small kitchen electronics, and whatever 
else they seem to have in stock – not a focused set of ads, who is the target customer? 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (5/7)  
 Sears/Kmart (1/5)   
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Date: March 3 

Format: Email 

Notes: Really!? An iPad holder that also doubles as a toilet paper holder!? Really!? I don’t even want to 
think about when I might need something like this… 

 

  

 Something Odd (2/9)   
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Date: March 3 

Format: Email 

Notes: A strong graphic used to promote a graphics program – a way of showing what a new customer 
can do if they buy the product (and then spend years developing their illustration skills) 

 

 

  

 Web Friendly Text   
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Date: March 15 

Format: Banner Ad 

Notes: Just days before St. Patrick ’s Day a banner ad offers “Irish Fire Logs” without any explanation of 
how Irish fires are different from everybody else’s. When you roll over the ad it talks about how the log 
is actually peat and it burns slowly filling the house with aromas of Irish countryside (or something like 
that). It was interesting enough to get me to roll over the image to find out how Irish fires are different 
from the rest. 

 

 

  

 Something Odd (3/9)   
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Date: March 15 

Format: Email 

Notes: despite the cold days outside – here is a promise of spring. It cleverly uses pasta shapes to tie the 
upcoming activities of spring with Italian food available at Buca’s. The use of pasta and meatballs tied to 
the traditional activities of spring bring together the product and times when we would want to use it. 

 

 
 

  

 Buca di Beppo (4/4) top    
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Date: March 16 

Format: Email 

Notes: This email was sent at 9:00 a.m. with a coupon that expired at midnight. It is a one-day sale that 
is only advertised today – create a sense of urgency since the coupon has almost expired before you 
ever have a chance to open the email. Good graphic design – simple and elegant, full of the hopes of 
springtime on a cold winter day. 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (8/11)  
 Hurry Up and Shop (2/4)   
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Date: March 17 

Format: Email 

Notes: This email reminds me more of Target that Crate&Barrel. Unlike the email from the prior day 
with a sense of urgency and elegant design – this email has no expiration dates for the sale, and clunky 
red silhouettes of all sorts of objects – is that a pillbox, a shopping bag, and a lamp? What do they have 
in common? 

 

  

 I Missed the Point (6/7)   
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Date: March 17 

Format: Email 

Notes: A very clean visual design. A good strong focus in the center of the blue banner. Lynda.com is 
clear and uncluttered in the top left. The message is short and easily read in a few seconds (which is 
often the only amount of time an email has to make its point). The panels along the bottom (Beginner, 
Intermediate, and Advanced) are actually buttons taking you to a set of skill appropriate tutorials. 

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (9/11)   
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Date: March 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: This email arrived less than a week after I had been on their site looking at the Cuisinart® 
Griddler. I already have an account with them so when I visit they use cookies to track who I am and 
then send target emails to follow-up on the visit. 

 

  

 Targeting the Customer (4/4) top     
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Date: March 21 

Format: Email 

Notes: Getting a jump on spring (and Easter) Lands End advertises bright colors and cool fabrics that will 
work well once the weather eventually warms up. The shirt and tie combos help to increase sales since 
some customers may need some guidance as to what tie goes with what shirt. 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (3/8)   
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Date: March 23 

Format: Email 

Notes: Amazon capitalizes on the upcoming holiday (Easter) with a link right on top to the “Easter Shop” 
followed by multiple links to gadgets/tools to help with spring cleaning. Cleaning is often done just 
before Easter (and guests) arrive so linking the two together works well. A good example of combining 
two separate activities that often occur near the same time in one email. 

 
 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (4/8)   
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Date: March 26 

Format: Email 

Notes: Wegman’s is positioning themselves as the solution to Easter dinner challenges – with the 
options to make something from scratch for the dinner feast, or take something already prepared. 
Either way Wegman’s is the solution. Further down the ad they also provide options for a Sunday brunch 
if that is more your style. 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (5/8)  
 Wegman’s (1/3)   
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Date: March 26 

Format: Email 

Notes: The first of “Six Weeks of Order” from the Container Store. They say right on top that this 
advertising campaign will last six weeks and end with “Spring Order” (whatever that is). The first step is 
clear kitchen and fridge clutter. Buying their products will somehow remove all of the old food and 
garbage from your fridge. 

 

  

 The Container Store (1/10)   
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Date: March 27 

Format: Email 

Notes: Getting a big jump on Frank Sinatra’s 100th birthday (in December) Token is cashing in on the 
Sinatra style and swagger. The add works for men and women since (as the old saying goes) “men want 
to be him, and women want to feed him” (or something like that).  

 

  

 Web Friendly Graphics (10/11)  
 Token (3/3) top  
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Date: March 27 

Format: Email 

Notes: A powerful image (a computer that truly fits in the palm of your hand) and a great tag line “HP’s 
new desktop. No desk required.” The new form factor might just redefine what a desktop computer 
looks like – and at a price well below many laptops or full size laptops. The picture says it all.  

 

  

 Web Friendly Text (4/6)   
 Strong Product Image (7/9)  
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Date: March 29 

Format: Email 

Notes: A set of ads from K-mart and Sears – similar topics, but different colors and a slightly different 
focus. Both feature a picture of the paper ad for those who like paper (called the localad), both feature 
kid Easter clothes, and then Sears goes a little more high end with adult clothing while K-mart does kids 
toys. 

  

  

 I Missed the Point (7/7) top  
 Sears/Kmart (2/5)    
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Date: March 31 

Format: Email 

Notes: As the weather finally starts to warm up more and more ads are talking about getting ready for 
spring. I’m not sure what crab cakes have to do with spring (they seem more of a summer meal to me) 
but the idea is welcome, and the food looks good. 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (6/8)   
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Date: March 31 

Format: Email 

Notes: A change of pace for Sears – the add was animated with the bunny appearing next to each egg 
and a surprise popping out of the egg (something they want to sell). It was a nice change from the 
standard ad with lots of product pictures and text about how much you can save if you shop now! 

 

 Sears/Kmart (3/5)   
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Date: March 31 

Format: Email 

Notes: Black and Red seem kind of severe for the spring season. The ad indicates that the “season” is 
from February 1 – April 30, what season is that “wing” (winter and spring) or “sprinter” (spring and 
winter)? The text of the ad includes “lowest prices of the season” and “prices may be lowered” and 
“prices shown reflect extra savings.” I’m confused. 

 

 Web Friendly Text   
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Date: March 31 

Format: Email 

Notes: I’m glad to hear that the new Jot Script 2 is faster, thinner, rechargeable and comes with a USB 
interface – if only I knew what it was! What is a digital pen? It works even quieter on glass (something I 
would probably not choose to write on with a standard pen). Good layout – but clearly I am the wrong 
audience since I don’t know what it does or why I would want it. 

 

  

 Something Odd (4/9)   
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Date: April 1 

Format: Email 

Notes: The subject line read “It's official, your luck ran out... no deals today ¯\_(ツ)_/¯” which was a 
clever way to start an April fool’s trick. The email would certainly contain some incentive to buy, but the 
reverse psychology might just get some people to open the email when normally they just discard them. 

 

  

 Sears/Kmart (4/5)   
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Date: April 1 

Format: Email 

Notes: Another play on April fool’s day with a subject line that read “Today Only! Up to 80% OFF 
Clearance! No time to fool around.” The body copy says “80% off” … “When you take an Extra 30% off!” 
… “Discount automatically applied at checkout”. That seems an odd way to say 80% off – I suppose you 
could say something like “after taking an additional 5% off” six times (which adds up to 80% - assuming 
the original discount was 50%). Why make it so difficult? 

 

  

 Web Friendly Text (5/6)   
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Date: April 1 

Format: Email 

Notes: Oh dear God – please let this be an April fool’s joke!!!!! 

 

  

 Funny (3/3) top 
 Something Odd (5/9)    
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Date: April 6 

Format: Banner Ad 

Notes: On April 6 there is an ad across the top of the page and another down the side for an event that 
happens (happened?) on January 5. Are we really late, or really really early for this event? Since there is 
no hint as to the actual product there is no way to know it if will be, or has been, revealed. 

 

 

  

 Web Friendly Text   
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Date: April 2 

Format: Email 

Notes: Not only does the ad show well-tailored shirts – but lists six elements of the shirt that set it apart 
from its competition. It is teaching someone what to look for in a well-made shirt. 

 

  

 Teach the Customer (1/2)   
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Date: April 2 

Format: Email 

Notes: The second of the six-week series on how to get organized for spring. This email focuses on 
drawers and how to maximize that space. 

 

  

 The Container Store (2/10)   
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Date: April 2 

Format: Email 

Notes: A good example of direct advertising from the manufacturer to create demand. In this case 
Margaritaville has partnered with Harris-Teeter to promote the BBQ sauces. 

 

  

 Strong Product Image (8/9)   
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Date: April 3 

Format: Email 

Notes: Land’s End continues to teach the customer about what to look for when shopping – this time for 
wool slacks. 

 

  

 Teach the Customer (2/2) top    
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Date: April 5 

Format: Email 

Notes: This is a good example of keeping the customer informed and keeping the Wegman’s name in the 
customer’s inbox. They are not selling anything with this message – just letting customers know they will 
be open regular hours on Easter. 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (7/8)   
 Wegman’s (2/3)    
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Date: April 5 

Format: Email 

Notes: This ad creates a sense of urgency by having the big “3 days only” sign. That is paired with the 
words “starts now” set to blink so that the customer will be sure to notice and hopefully act fast. 

 

 Hurry Up and Shop (3/4)   
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Date: April 6 

Format: Email 

Notes: Week three of the six week campaign. This week the focus is on organizing tools. 

 

 The Container Store (3/10)   
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Date: April 6 

Format: Email 

Notes: This was the first of a series of emails that featured clothes for vacation destinations. The 
following emails focused specifically on San Juan, Nantucket, Greece, or Tahiti and showed more options 
for outfits that work in those vacation locations. 

 

  

 Strong Product Image (9/9) top  
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Date: April 9 

Format: Email 

Notes: More customer awareness from Wegman’s. This time they were giving away cake to celebrate 
being named the #1 supermarket in Consumer Reports. 

 

 Wegman’s (3/3) top    
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Date: April 9 

Format: Email 

Notes: Week 3 again!? We just had week 3 (hang up your tools) on April 6. Keeping these campaigns 
current and correct is important so customers think the store is current and correct. 

 

 The Container Store (4/10)   
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Date: April 10 

Format: Email 

Notes: $120for a toaster (on sale for $80)? And all it does is toast? Why all the buttons and what makes 
it “The most innovative gadget of 2015”? It looks like a toaster. 

 

  

 Something Odd (6/9)   
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Date: April 10 

Format: Email 

Notes: $200 for a drip coffee-maker? I must be getting old! (Mr. Coffee sells for $30.) 

  

 Something Odd (7/9)   
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Date: April 11 

Format: Email 

Notes: Simple clean visuals with a focused message and good colors for the spring season. 

 

  

 Web Friendly Text (6/6) top  
 Web Friendly Graphics (11/11) top 
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Date: April 12 

Format: Email 

Notes: HP is trying to sell some old computers by calling the operating system “Classic” – sounds a lot 
better than “left-over,” and some folks still like the old OS. 

 
 
 

  

 Something Odd (8/9)   
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Date: April 12 

Format: Email 

Notes: The fourth week of the Container Store campaign “Six weeks to Spring order” features storage 
options for winter supplies. 

 

  

 The Container Store (5/10)   
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Date: April 16 

Format: Email 

Notes: The fourth week of the Container Store campaign “Six weeks to Spring order” features closet 
storage options for winter supplies. The second email for week four – I guess once a week was not 
enough. 

 

 

 The Container Store (6/10)   
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Date: April 19 

Format: Email 

Notes: AN interesting concept – an online “midnight sale” that runs from 5:00 p.m (Central Time) to 7:00 
a.m. the next morning.  

  

 Hurry Up and Shop (4/4) top  
 Sears/Kmart (5/5) top 
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Date: April 20 

Format: Email 

Notes: The fifth week of the Container Store campaign “Six weeks to Spring order” features shoe storage 
options. 

 

  

 The Container Store (7/10)   
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Date: April 21 

Format: Email 

Notes: Nice tie-in to Earth Day – buy something from us and we will plant a tree. 

 

  

 ‘Tis the Season (8/8) top   
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Date: April 23 

Format: Email 

Notes: The fifth week of the Container Store campaign “Six weeks to Spring order” (part two of the 
week) features boot storage options. 

 

  

 The Container Store (8/10)   
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Date: April 27 

Format: Email 

Notes: The final week of the Container Store campaign “Six weeks to Spring order” focuses on the 
garage. 

 

  

 The Container Store (9/10)   
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Date: April 29 

Format: Email 

Notes: Mixed messages? If this woman is your mom, you are probably not old enough yet to have a 
credit card, or be allowed to charge stuff online. 

 

 

  

 Something Odd (9/9) top   
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Date: April 30 

Format: Email 

Notes: One last email from the “Spring Order” campaign from the container store. 

 

 The Container Store (10/10) top    
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